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Precision Medicine – The New Medicine
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What is Precision 
Medicine and what does 

it mean to you? 



What is Precision Medicine?



Targeted Patient Management and Treatment



Different  white cells in 
blood.  Number and 
Proportions: Cellular Biomarkers

How does one stratify patients – biomarkers
What is a biomarker?

A naturally occurring molecule, gene, or characteristic by which a particular 
pathological or physiological process, disease, etc. can be identified.

Biomarkers
Height

Eye colour
Handedness
X-ray finding

Blood test 
(e.g. Hb & WBC)

Hb – Complex molecule. 
Molecular biomarker

Physical  Biomarker  Investigative Biomarker  



How do you start to identify patients as individuals?

Who is more than 5’6” (168cm) tall?

All those with your hands up - Who has brown eyes?

I need everyone who would like to be volunteers to put their hands up

All more than 5’6” keep your hands up. Everyone else, hands down
Now have a group based on a single biomarker - height

All with brown eyes keep your hands up. Everyone else, hands down 
Now have a group based on two biomarkers – height and eye colour

All those with your hands up - Who is left handed ?

All who are left handed keep your hands up. Everyone else, hands down 
We now have a group based on 3 biomarkers – height, eye colour and handedness

Divide people up by biomarkers the larger the number of biomarkers and the greater 
the number of combinations of biomarkers steps the more complex the task 

becomes.

OK, now you know how it works. I’ll give you 5 seconds to answer

Hands up all of you who are 5’8” tall, have green eyes and are right handed



Giovanni Battista Morgagni 
1761 - De Sedibus et Causis

Morborum
(The seats and causes of diseases 

investigated by anatomy)

Cell based theory of disease
Mid 19th century

Leonardo da Vinci Vitruvian Man Mid to late 
15th century

Molecular theory of 
disease.

Mid 20th century



Molecular medicine states that if we are to understand 
biology and deranged biology (disease), it will have to be 

at the molecular level

From Thales of Miletus, through Aristotle, Ibn Al-Haytham, 
Newton, Joule, Maxwell, Thompson, Einstein, Planck, 

Higgs, and large groups of current day scientists across the 
world it has taken 2,500 years to understand the simplest 

branches of science: physics and chemistry

Biological processes are very complex. But the 
huge advance that makes molecular medicine 
possible is that the technologies for examining 

molecules in tissue and body fluids are 
available NOW. 

So it is engineering, algorhithmic and 
platform, that is driving the Precision 

Medicine Era



The Molecules :
• Nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) 
• Amino acid-based molecules (Peptides, Proteins)
• Lipids (Complex Fats)
• Saccharide based molecules (Sugars)
• Small “inorganic” molecules (Water, Sodium, 

Nitric oxide, metal ions)

Combinations of all 
of the above:

Glycosylated proteins
Liposaccharides
Proteoglycans

SO LET’S EXAMINE MOLECULAR 
PATHOLOGY AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO 

PRECISION MEDICINE



Think about these molecules in  a specific,
technology-driven way

• Genomics  - Gene profiling  (Entire DNA sequence)

• Transcriptomics - Expressed genome – RNA transcripts

• Proteomics – Protein profile  in tissue and body fluids translated 

from expressed RNA

• Metabolomics – Small molecular fingerprint of an activated 

organism or tissue pathway

• Lipidomics – Complete lipid profile of a tissue,

body fluid or organism

• Epigenetics – Modification of nuclear DNA by its environment              

(includes disease environment)

The “Omics Revolution”



Technological revolution has allowed us to think about 
experimental bioscience in a new way

We no longer have to do hypothesis-driven science. This is treasonable!

To keep our heads we rephrase as: The nature of the hypothesis changes

An hypothesis is a statement, based on available evidence that predicts 

something that is not yet known, but can be supported or refuted through 

carefully crafted experimentation or observation.

Instead we can start by knowing the answer, and then crafting the question 

we want to ask.

BIG SCIENCE

Sanger Centre, Cambridge 

– Whole genome sequencing

Stoller Biomarker Discovery Centre, Manchester 

– Whole proteome analysis



Survived Died

Heat map 
of 500 
genes

in 
patients 

with 
sarcoma

And the “new”.

How do I predict who will die from 
their sarcoma. Sarcomas kill because 
they have traits defined by genetic 
mutations in the sarcoma cells. 
Therefore if I start by knowing all the 
genes abnormally expressed in sarcoma 
cells I should be able to identify one or 
more that affect survival.

All 
expressed 

genes

500 genes that vary 
with survivability of 

the sarcoma

Here’s an “old fashioned” hypothesis 
Cancers kill. I think it might be 
because they spread. I have 
discovered that cancers that spread 
express molecule X. Therefore my 
hypothesis is that: Expression of 
molecule X makes the outlook worse 
and I will look for molecule X in these 
cancers.



Everywhere
Blood, urine, other body fluids, tissue.

Where are molecular biomarkers found?

Millions
33,000 genes, hundreds of thousands of proteins, tens 
of thousands of sugars, thousands of fats. And then in 

different combinations.
Bell ringing and factorials 

How many are there?

Relatively few that are differentially expressed between 
normal and diseased tissues.

Also there is a hierarchy 

But



We showed earlier how difficult it is for the brain to do even low 
level  analytical tasks at speed.

So to handle the “BIG DATA” needed for “BIG BIOSCIENCE” we 
need powerful dedicated computer algorithms for analysing 

“Omics” data from new “BIG SCIENCE PLATFORMS”.

INFORMATICS

>



Biomarker uses in 
Precision Medicine

Diagnostic
Prognostic

Therapeutic
Theranostic



Diagnostics
• Current illnesses we think of as single diseases will be found to 

be several diseases
• Single disorders will be found to have several subtypes that 

have different outcomes (prognosis) and require different 
treatments (Eg recent reclassification of type 2 diabetes)

• Completely new diseases will be recognised
• We will define “disease” in completely different ways

Impact of biomarker technology on medicine

Prognostics
• Biomarkers will subdivide disease into subtypes with clearly 

different outcomes.
• Diseases will be identified for which there are no current 

treatments - palliation
• Disorders will be identified that progress

so slowly they don’t need treatment



Therapeutics
• New concepts will be developed about normal biological 

processes, that will allow complete rethinking of “normality”
• New master regulators of disease processes will be identified 

that will be targets for novel therapeutic agents – both drugs 
and “biologics”. 

Theranostics
• New molecules will be identified that allow the effects of 

treatment to be monitored
• Earlier assessment of whether or not a treatment will work.
• New molecular markers of when and with what a disease will 

be treated. 
• Treatments targeted at biomarkers and not symptoms

DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT WILL 
BE TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL 

PATIENTS



Impact on medicine
• There will always be a place for the caring doctor
• New branches of Medicine will evolve – Molecular 

Pathologist, Molecular Physician, Molecular Obstetrician, 
Molecular Surgeon

• Patient management will be supported by clear therapeutic 
pathways defined and monitored by molecular biomarkers

Impact on other careers
• New machines to assist in discovering, identifying, measuring 

and monitoring biomarkers.
• Chemists for designing new chemical ways of performing tests
• Computing: New algorithms that will define the timing and 

nature of the optimal use of “diagnostics”, and therapeutics
• Biologists to discover novel biomarkers

• New support services for doctors and AHP
• New support services for patients



Patients
• Remote monitoring of disease processes (even before 

the disease becomes evident) based on advanced 
wireless and wearable sensor technologies

• Guided self-treatment 
• Medicine personalised not only in terms of diagnosis and 

treatment but also when and where healthiness and 
disease burden are identified and treated

NHS
• More cost efficient
• More “outreach” Real and Virtual
• Complete new way of managing health 

and healthcare
• New types of post – engineers, 

counsellors, “Monitors”




